Beta-band oscillations in basal gangliacortical loops have been shown to be linked to motor function in both healthy and pathological states (Brown, 2007; Engel and Fries, 2010) . As well as coordinating motor activity, for instance when we synchronize our movements to a beat, the basal ganglia including the putamen and the caudate are said to contain specialized timekeeping mechanisms for perceptual timing (Buhusi and Meck, 2005) . However, the exact neurophysiological role of beta-band oscillatory activity in the striatum in interval timing is not yet known.
In a recent study published in The Journal of Neuroscience, Bartolo et al. (2014) examined the role of beta oscillations in interval timing by directly recording from the putamen in macaques during a rhythmic synchronization task. In this paradigm, a metronome is used to establish an isochronous beat (synchronization phase) and the variability in the subsequent taps produced by the subject after the metronome is turned off (continuation phase) is evaluated as an index of internal timing behavior. Single-unit as well as local field potential (LFP) activity in the putamen in the beta and gamma range was analyzed to determine the neural correlates of interval timing.
They found that LFPs in the beta band exhibit interval tuning and showed a preference for intervals with duration around 800 ms, similar to the preferred duration observed in medial premotor cortex neurons . They also reported tuning for serial order (or the task phases): LFPs in the beta band showed preferential tuning for the continuation phase that relies on internal timing whilst gamma band LFPs showed a bias toward the synchronization phase that depends on precise sensory coding. Another significant result suggests that beta oscillations are coherent at large electrode distances within the putamen that may reflect functional coordination across several areas of the putamen, and possibly the wider sensorimotor network for temporal processing. On the other hand, gamma oscillations showed small coherence associated most likely with local stimulus processing.
The present study and previous work from this group (Merchant et al., 2011 are based on an arduous methodological approach where macaques are trained to perform complex tapping tasks based on sequences of intervals rather than single isolated intervals and disambiguating stimulus-related neural activity from movement-related responses . Natural acoustic signals consist of sequences of time intervals, and it is important not only to encode the duration of individual sounds but also the serial order in which they are presented. The current study is the first to show evidence of both interval and serial order tuning in such sequences in the beta-band responses in the putamen.
The present study only addresses internal timing in regular sequences and it is not yet known how temporal jitter would affect the putaminal beta-band activity. In irregular sequences, beta-band modulation may remain the same or change as a function of the amount of jitter. As natural sounds are rarely presented in a temporally regular context, future work needs to address how the brain perceives time in irregular sequences. Related to this question, Fujioka et al. (2012) used magnetoencephalography to examine the nature of beta-band responses in the auditory cortex during passive listening to regular and random sequences. They found that the beta desynchronization after stimulus onset did not vary with the regularity of the stimulus, but the subsequent beta rebound peaked just before the next sound onset only for the regular stimuli.
Temporal processing in irregular sequences has been shown to be preferentially mediated by a network based in the cerebellum whilst timing in regular sequences is carried out by a striatofrontal network (Teki et al., 2011) . The cerebellum is another key node of the temporal processing network (Ivry and Spencer, 2004) and recent theoretical models emphasize the involvement of both the cerebellum and the basal ganglia that are inter-connected with each other and the cortex through multiple synaptic pathways (Teki et al., 2012; Allman et al., 2014) . Fujioka et al. (2012) demonstrated betaband coherence between auditory and motor-related areas including the cerebellum but it remains to be investigated whether such functional coupling during interval timing is driven by the cerebellum, the basal ganglia, or by a different brain area that influences activity in both these core timing areas. Bartolo et al. (2014) only briefly mention predictive coding mechanisms in bottom-up (synchronization phase) and top-down (continuation phase) processing. Bastos et al. (2012) (Haruno and Kawato, 2006) . This hypothesis is supported by functional magnetic resonance imaging data showing that the putamen is specifically involved in internal prediction of beats rather than detection of beats (Grahn and Rowe, 2013) . In summary, this stimulating work on the role of putamen during internally driven timing behavior significantly adds to previous work by Merchant and colleagues based on recordings from medial premotor cortex (Merchant et al., 2011 . It emphasizes the role of endogenous beta oscillations in the basal ganglia as a principal feature of interval timing in a regular, beat-based context. The study underlines the importance of local electrophysiological recordings in key areas of the animal brain to inform models of interval timing and rhythmic synchronization in humans (Teki et al., 2012) as well as non-human primates (Merchant and Honing, 2014) .
